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Introduction

Freedom and independent mindness are notions associated with the scientific world. Freedom to guarantee that

no truth, however unpleasant, is oppressed; and independence among scientists to guarantee that the most

interesting problems are posed and the most creative solutions found.

In a description of values and behaviour prevailing among professors in the 1940s, Herbert Tingsten however

provides us with a picture that does not correspond with the high-flying visions sometimes formulated on

universities and scientists. With extraordinary pregnance, Tingsten, a well-known and prominent professor of

political science in Sweden, depicts a milieu partly characterised by conservatism and conformism;

Mostly it showed in little things; a certain eagerness to behave correctly, to show respect to persons in auhority,
to be seated according to rank, to accept decorations with a touching mix of irony and joy. When Georg Andrdn
as minister of education visisted the Institute, I was surprised that everybody treated him a little different
compared to when he was a professor; later in the Academy of literature I could observe the professorial
reverence shown to the crown prince - the king1.

"My university is a graveyard of lost places."2 These words end a description of changes at the University of

Lund by the outstanding geographer Torsten Hligerstrand. Hilgerstrand points to the growing difficulties of

meeting scientists from other disciplines since there no longer exists places for informal gatherings. He also

describes with regret Saturday mornings in the stacks of the University Library, v tete he would spend a couple

of hours orienting himself in unfamiliar subjects thereby giving rise to new ideas. That possibility is now gone.

It has disappeared thanks fo formal rules on opening and working hours and not even a profexsor has the

privilege any more of spending time alone among the shelves.

Both Tingsten and Itigerstrand focus on aspects of academic life that appear problematic: an exagerrated

respect for authority and tradition, a well-developed sensitivity of status and hierarchy as well as a scientific

isolation that seems to oppose the basic idea of research. But there is, of course, another side to research that

touches upon the most unique and irrepressible within persons and bring out talents unknown.

Together, James Watson and Francis Crick discovered the structure of DNA, the double helix. In 1962, they

shared the Nobel Prize for this discovery. Working close to each other in the Cavendish laboratory in Cambridge

they constantly tried ideas on each other and kept a never ending dialogue going. Many times they were in error,

*This article is part of a recently started research-project financed by the UHA on Control, Organisation and

Creativity in University Research.
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but they kept anaddng the problem from various angles. Competing with the physicist Limo Pulling in finding

the solution first, they "lived the problem" day and night. In his memoires of that time James Watson describes

the hectic atmosphere in the laboratory:"Francis then began pacing up and down the room thinking aloud hoping

that in a great intellectual fervor he could reconstruct what Linus might have done."3

In contrast, Ragnar Granit, another Nobel laureate in medicine, stresses the need for solitude in the process of

creation and points to the importance of withdrawing now and then:

What I mean is that all imponant scientific results are born in such an "ivory tower," a creative centre inside
where you listen to yourself, at times successfully so.4

How do these different pictures of the academic world fa together? How can it be, that an institution which

cherishes tradition and hierarchy, at the same time can house passionate persons who solely recognize the

authority of truth? Or to reformulate these reflections, does the traditional academic milieu really favour

scientific passion at all? Issues like these are irtriguing, partly since they indicate the paradoxical and dual

character of univ asides as centres of tradition as well es of creativity and partly because they make you

speculate about the possible influences of the environmet.t.

ln this essay, we have choosen to approach the puzzles indicated above by concentrating on the importance of

the organisation at universities, since we are convinced that the ways in which research environments are

organised and controlled are of crucial importance to their creative capacity. In what ways do research policies

and structuring of the organisation affect the creative capability of scientists? We focus exclusively on research

and thus exclude discussions on the universities's educational tasks. Since the ideas presented are the basis of a

recently parted research project, at this point only questions can be raised.

In order to understand the way an institution works and be able to decide its degree of success, the use of

an "evaluation" criterion is neccessary. Which criterion should be choosen to evaluate universities? The answer

may seem obvious from the previous discussion. Neither efficiency nor profit are adequate measures. As Peter

Blau states:

It is the paradoxical responsibility of a university to find ways to institutionalize creative scholarship and
research. Of course, only human beings can have original insights and make contributions to knowledge, and the
creative imagination needed for original scholarship cannot be readily harnessed by bureacratic procedures.

4 2
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Nevertheless, mobilizing scientific and scholarly creativity is a basic challenge confronting a major university,
which meets this challenge by instituting conditions that stimulate and facilitate original research and
scholarship at the frontier of knowledge.5

Therefore, creativity makes the best criterion. We believe it is necessary to pose the question whether or not the

institutional arrangements promote creativity in university research? Are there ways to control and organise

universities that are more conducive to creativity than others? Even though creativity is not the only interesting

quality for university organisations it has without doubt come to be highly valued in science,as well as among

artists, journalists and writers, all of which represent professions closely associated with the ability to create.

An opponent of this choice might object that creativity is not the only desired goal or value in research. Many

other values exist like methodological skill, accuracy, a critical mind etc. Michael Polanyi points to these other

values as opposed to originality when writing: "Both the criteria of plausibility and of scientific value tend to

enforce codormity, while the value attached to originality encourages dissent."6 A rather frequently occuring

comment is that: a research institute can not make room for too many creative scientists. "Imagine what would

happen if everybody were creative!" To a certain extent this is correct; there are other values than creativity that

are essential in research. Our belief is, however, that in the long run creativity is the most crucial factor in

determining the quality of research.

Lennart Philipson, head of the European molecular-biological laboratory in Heidelberg, discusses creativity and

organisation when he devotes his contribution in a volume on creativity to an analysis of the "creative group."7

He concludes that in an atmosphere where formal hierarchy is of no importance and discussion is totally free

even average scientists can make creative contributions. It is the group, the milieu, i.e. the organisation that is

worth focusing on, according to Philipson.8 In an article Bo Gustafsson, professor of economic history and

director of SCASSS, the Swedish Collegium for advanced study in the Social Sciences, strongly advocateP

taking into consideration the significance of the environment, the organisation, when discussing creativity.9 The

differences between institutes that "sparkle with life" and institutes which set :n to have dozed off can, according

to Gustavsson, not simply be explained with reference to individuals.

He writes:"There are certain environments that during long periods of time and under different regimes prosper

while others continue their sleepy existence unaffected of the individuals passing through."10 A similar view is

5 3
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advocated by Torsten HIgerstrand who, much like Peter Blau, discusses the problems in combining the

discipline and playfulness needed in doing research:

Considering that problem, it is worth pondering on the formulation by the British art philospher Gombrich: 1 do
not think that the growing of good ideas can be organised, but it is not excluded that we can make conscious
efforts to create a climate in which their growing is not restricted.' If one adheres to this line of thought and
think that is the only thing to do - the present task is to speculate in what keeps a creative climate a1ive.11

There appear however to exist few studies that address the questions of the relations between control,

organisation and creativity empirically, at least when university organisation is concerned. Already in 1963,

Calvin Taylor and Frank Barron in a study on scientific creativity pointed to the lack of research concerning the

environmental conditions favouring creativity:

We are perhaps more in the dark about the er. vironmental conditions which facilitate creativity than we are about
any other aspect of the problem. Beyond obvious conditions, such as the need for ample time in which to work
freely on problems of one's own choice, little is known...Research , then, on the general environmental
conditions - cultural, professional, and institutional - conducive to first-rate scientific research needs major
encouragement. We are aware of no area in the social sciences where research is simultaneously so vitally
needed and so sadly neglected.12

Since then, not very much seems to have happened. Bitirn von Sydow, during the latest Social Democratic

government in Sweden responsibile for research policies, indicates that he would welcome more studies that

"convincingly show which ways of rmancing and decisionmakmg that are most favourable for improving

quality, originality and efficiency in research."13 Referring to her own study of graduate programs in four

disciplines, Birgitta Oddn, who is professor emeritus of history at the university of Lund, agrees with von

Sydow: " My hypothesis is that we actually know less about what constitutes a good critical and creative

graduate program than what should be acceptable in an area which is the subject of reform."14 These statements

indicate, in spite of the obvious importance of the problem, that a profound lack of knowledge exists as to what

favours creative research. They also indicate a belief in the possibility of approaching questions of creativity in

universities in a more systematic fashion. Our aim is not, however, to cover the university organisation as a

whole. Instead, we would like to raise some questions with respect to the present situation of the social sciences

tn Scandinavia, and at times contrast them with other scientific areas.

Social Sciences are they different?

Sometimes it is said that the social sciences differ from medical research and the natural sciences in that it is not

possible to make discoveries. We believe in contrast, that creativity is as important in the social sciences as

4
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elsewhere in the scientific world. Discoveries are also both possible and highly desirable when society and

individuals instead of nature me being studied. One example is the story told by Rollo May, the aMerican

psychologist, who portrays a moment of revelation in his early research on the meaning of agony. He was

studying agony in young unmarried mothers in New York City guided by, as he puts it, some hypothesis

"approved of by my professors 03 well as by myself." The state o; agony should have a direct relation to what

degree the young mothers had been rejected by their mothers during childhood. However, a large part of the

young women, though they had been strongly rejected, did not show signs of particularly deep agony. May tried

to figure out what was wrong with them but almost gave up, feeling that he was facing an insoluble problem:

Late one day I put by books and papers aside in the small office I used at the maternity home and walked down
the street towards Mt subway. I was tired. I tried to put all thoughts on the tricky problem aside. When I had
almost reached the entrance of the Eight Street-station it "suddenly hit me" as the saying goes, that the young
women not fitting my hypothesis all belonged to the working class. As soon as this thought suggested itself other
ideas followed. I hardly think I had taken another step as a totally new hypothesis emerged. In that moment, I
grasped that the original trauma causing the agony is not the rejection by the mothers but a rejection that you lie
abOW. 15

Rollo Mays account of how a major insight hi him serves as a striking example. Karl Deutsch's John Plau's and

Dieter Senghaas' pioneering and important article on breakthroughs in the social sciences during the 20th

century16 is even more conirincing, since it decidively rejects the idea of the social sciences having a different

nature in this respect.

Deutsch, Platt and Senghaas have studied 62 accomplishments in the social sciences during 1900-1965, which

they consider the most influential. They list such different discoveries as theories and measurement of social

inequalites (Pareto and Gini), intelligence tests ( Binet, Terman, Spearman), functional anthropology and

sociology (Radcliffe-Brown, Malinowski, Parsons) and the conuibutior of Gunnar Myrdal on theories of

economic development.

Generally, they conclude three things:

1)"there are such things as social science achievements and social inventions",

2)"these achievements have commonly been the result of conscious and systematic research and development

efforts by individuals or teams working on particular problems in a small number of interdisciplinary centers".

3rthese achievements have had widespread acceptance or major social effects in surprisingly short times".17

In conclusion, convincing proof exists that discoveries certainly are possible. However, we think that vast

differences might exist in the disciplines in the way discoveries are allowed to reshape or influence traditions of

5
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knowledge. This might be a consequence of the existence of paradigms in the natural sciences18, compared to

the prevalence of relativism within the social sciences. This "relativisM", sometimes referred to as

multiparadigmatic which seems to be a contradiction in adjectio, could be valuable in the sense that it

presupposes greater tolerance towards different approaches and interpretations. However, as has been observed

by Herbert Marcuse in his formulation of "repressive tolerance", too much freedom and too much tolerance is

detrimental to the creative process, since the element of challenge di:appears. Explanations of this kind, which

focus more on scientific traditions than on organisational or institutional factors, try to depict what Barron and

Taylor once called the "climate of the scientific profession."19 Even if they fall outside the immediate focus of

our study, they are of great interest to us and we will return to these aspects.

Social Menus are they problems*?

In the latest Swedish government bill on research, a very cheerful picture of the university research system is

outlined:

Taken together, the bibliometrical studies show that Sweden has a growing quantity of research with a strong
international reputation and a rapidly expanding international cooperation in the scientific field. This strongly
depends on the fact that Sweden is among the countries that has made the largest contributions to R&D. It is also
a sign of the well-being of the Swedish R&D-system as compared to many other countries.20

In this approach, no attempt is made to separate the different disciplines nor to lay bare variations in quality. To

some extent this may be explained by the fact that these are delicate questions that are bound to upset those

concerned. But according to some other observers there are great differences among the various academic fields

and the social sciences are problematic: "Several factors indicate that there hardly exist any reasons to be content

with the quality of research being done in the Nordic social sciences"21 says the author of a report on social

sciences in the Nordic countries and thereby seems to treat all countries alike. Professor Erik Allardt has

formulated it by saying that the "golden days of Nordic social sciences are over."22 An impression which differs

a bit is given by the sociologist Edmund DahlstrOm who does not seem to judge the situation equally harsh in all

countries. At least in the discipline of sociology he considers Norwegian scientists to be ahead of others:

If I am to compare the sociological research in the Nordic countries, I find the Norwegian to be the most
creative. If I was to deliver an explanation. I would point to the fact that Norwegian sociology has been able to
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attract some extremely talented and competent researchers such as Johan °shuns, Vi !helm Aubert, Stein
Rokkan, Nils Christie, Sverre Lysgaard and others. Furthermore, I think that in Norway an adequate institutional
framework has been created in for example the Institutt for samfunnsforskning23.

Is is worth noting that DahlstrOm underlines an organisational factor- the creation of an institute.

Looking at Swedish university research as a whole the picture is not clear-cut. On the one hand the social

sciences appear to be in a kind of a rut, while on the other hand the medical research is quite prosperous and

highly estmmed internationally. A measure by which to illustrate this difference is the method more and more

often used to compare the rate of international publication and citation. We are aware that this method is not

without its problems for measuring quality and especially creativity but so far we have not found any better

alternatives.

One major drawback that should be mentioned is that the tradition of publishing articles is much more wide-

spread in medicine and the natural sciences than in the social sciences. This limits the desirability of using the

quantity of publications and frequency of being cited in comparing the different disciplines. Nevertheless it still

could be used for illustrating variations within disciplines, either within a country or when comparing between

similar countries such as Sweden and Norway. However, here we will use it in the former, less appropriate way,

just to hint at the differing international standing.

it can be shown that when using these bibliometrical methods, the social sciences, at first treated as a unit, rank

far below especially medical research. Medicine and bio-medicine both have high shares of the international

production of articles in their respective field. Clinical medicine has a share round 3% and bio-mediaine around

2%. 24 None of the social sciences, neither as a group nor individually, reaches a position close to the ones of

medicine. An average figure is around 1%25 with great variations between different fields. Regional planning

(geography) scores fairly high while political science takes a very modest position.26

What explanations have been introduced so far as to why the social sciences find themselves in a difficult

situation? It has been suggested that the ties between social scier. .es and both the state and societal interests

became too tight during the 1960s and1970s. Through emphasis on "pragmatic" kind of research some of the

social sciences came to be too closely associated with state authorities making research become more of an

assignment ordered from "above" than critical investigation born in the mind of the scientist him or herself. 27In

Sweden, sectoral research has been quite wide-spread, while in Norway it has been less popular.

9 7
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Another explanelory factor migi.t be the fragmentary way of fUnctioning that hu become characteristic of the

social sciences:"This often results in apperently large research environments functioning in very fragmentary

ways - the intellectual fellowship and tbe communications are weak".28 This specialisation couldalso serve as an

excuse for the considerable relativity in the social sciences as compared to the natural sciences as to what is

actually true. Discussions on different organisational frameworks however seem to be lacking. Before

proceeding to investigate what has been done on organisations other than universities, the problem of creativity

need some lightning.

The nature of creativity

How are we to define and understand creativity? This question is crucial but at the same time difficult to answer

in an unambigious way. Creativity is closely associated with an ability to construct new concepts, theories and

new interpretations of society or nature and especially in new ways of connecting theory and data. But what are

we actually referring to? "New" or "different" is not sufficient; several researchers have emphasized that to be

considered creative, a product must be useful and "realistic."" The new idea "must correspond to some extent

to, or be adaptive to, reality."30 Any caprice would not do even if It is considered original. To merit the label

creative the solution has to be appropriate and "good", and the creator has to embark from already existing

knowledge. The Swedish professor Seren Hallddn once wrote about the ability to "perceive what is still to be

observed."31 To be in a position to do that, you have to know a great deal about what is already known. "You

have to know a lot about the old to see the new,"32 indicates that creativity is often associated not with ignorance

but with familiarity with the area of interest. "To be creative the creator has to master the area which he wants to

renew,"33 writes Mihily Csikszentmihalyi and thereby indicates the complexity of the tasks facing universities.

At the same time universities pass on traditions and knowledge, while putting these traditions into question. The

insight that expertise or mastering of the already known is necessary for pioneering work, is also present in

Thomas Kuhn's analysis of scientific revolutions .34 It iS possible to interpret his conclusions about normal

science so that the upholding of scientific traditions is almost explained in a functional manner. They "serve a

function", since they provide scientists with the necessary backgmend for heing able to acknowledge the new

pioneerering work.

o



Maybe we do not have to describe creativity mote precisely, since it is a phenomenon that most certainly

provokes profound differences of opinion at the conceptual level but seems less troublesome to agree upon on in

reality. In several studies, confronted with the task to single out creative persons among a population of, for

example, architects or writers, the "experts" (people with long experience in the field) reached a high or very

high degree of consent in their judgments."Furthermore ... creativity is something that people can recognize and

often agree upon, even when they are not given a guiding definition,"35 writes Theresa Amabile, one of the more

outstanding researchers in the field.

But what is creation? What actually happens when an architect, a writer or a scientist constructs, writes or thinks

in a new manner? What characterises persons considered creative? Barron writes:

The problem of psychic creation is a special case of the problem of novelty in all of nature. By what process do
new forms come into being? The specification of the conditions under which novelty appears in human psychical
functioning is the task to which the psychology of creativity addresses itself.36

When researchers in psychology after I95037began to show interest in the psychology of creativity instead of

exclusively focusing intelligence and genius, it was the creative personality that attracted most attention. The

insight that an high IQ did not always coincide with high creative ability seems to have provoked an absolute

explosion of research into the creative personality. Qualities like courage, self-centredness and non-conformism

as well as independence and non-conventionalism were presented as typical of the creative person.38

A large element of discovery orientation, i. e. an interest in finding problems rather than concentrating

primarily on solutions, has also been pointed to as a typical trait of the creative person.39

In a article focusing on scientists, Catell and Drevdahl showed that the successful scientist tIffered from the

control groups, academic teachers and academic administrators, in that they were more independent and radical,

more dominating and emotional and also had a weaker super-ego.40

A very interesting result, confirmed also by scientists themselves, is the significant role played by intuition in the

work of creative persons like scientists.'" When James Watson describes one of the many errors made on the

way to DNA he recalls "at once I felt something was not right."42 Charles Darwin portrays the emergence of his

theory of natural selection in a similar way. It struck him"at once" when reading Malthus and the "idea came to

l
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him as a flash of intuition a flash which needed further research to be confirmed."'" There are several examples

pointing in the same direction: a famous one is Henri Poincard's account of the discovery of the "fOchsian

functions," an extremely important mathematical discovery, which took place in a a sudden flash of lightning

when Poincard was entering a bus. At once, he was convinced that the solution was the right one.44 Intuition is

associated with emotions, and maybe creative persons are not more intuitive than others, but probebly they are

more open-minded and unprejudiced, thus partly accepting being guided by convictions and emotions rather

than "rational consideration".

Oudmund Smith is another researcher in psychology who has taken a particular interest in studying scientists.

His tests are interestirg, since among other things they make it possible to distinguish different kinds of

scientists from each other.'" In a test made on younger sicentists - defined as doctoral students about to complete

a dissertation and recently graduated researchers - Smith and his collegues found that the scientists under

investigation could be grouped in three separate categories."

The first one included efficient and intelligent researchers (group 1), ate second consisted of imaginative and

independent persons (group 2) and the third was composed of scientists who are learners of methods but lack

both energy and imagination (group 3). The third group is of little interest here, since the persons were not

consideied successful according to any standards. However, the two remaining groups are highly interesting.

Smith stresses some vital factors separating them. In group one the researchers are efficient but not particularly

imaginative or original. They are dependent on impulses and stimulus from outside to get new ideas. The

scientists in the second group pt...ient the opposite pattern. They are highly inventive but not always efficient or

productive. They experience ideas as emerging from inside. While the scientists in the first group do not

consider science to be actually different from other qualified professions and experience few or no moments of

inspiration or intuition, members of the second group are deeply emotionally involved in their research and

regard an "inner, subjective dimension as the source of ideas."47

The attitude expressed by the not so creative about the similarity between research and other qualified tasks is

not unusual among scientists as a way of escaping the el-ment in research impossible to control by mere skill:

the ability to break loose from traditions and grasp yet unknown patterns. In this respect, it is impossible to

12
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imagine a scientist becoming professional in the sense that doctors,lawyers or engineers successively improve

their skills.

Of great significance is the evidence shown in Smith's study of the deep emotional involvement among members

of the creative group (group 2); something that distinctly separates them from the other categories. The

committment shown is also related to the agony that many in the creative group sometimes felt in their work.

Closely related to Smith's findings. though she approches the problem from a different angle, is the psychologist

Teresa Amabile's quite extensive research on social psychological factors sod their influence on creativity.48

Amabile focuses on "the social conditions that are most conducive to creativity,"49 and her major conclusion,

based on several empirical tests with creative and less creative persons, is that the degree of intrinsic motivation

/ is strongly related to creative performance. If the motivation for a task derives from elements outside like

monetary reward, fame, career-making and so on, Amabile shows that the problems and solutions chosen by the

test persons are judged as less creative than in the case where the motivation stems from a genuine interest from

within. "Intrinsic motivation is conducive to creativity, but extrinsic motivation is detrimental. In other words,

people will be most creative when they feel motivated primarily by the interest, eoloyment, satisfaction, and

challenge of the work itself - and not by external pressures."50 Among other things, Amabile shows that it is

possible to manipulate the persons tested so that they become less cleative when starting to think about extrinsic

motivations for their work. She describes an example were writers judged as highly creative came to a test and

were asked about their reasons for writing. All of them gave intrinsic reasons. When the test started they were

instructed to consider what extrinsic reasons motivated their writing, and Amabile claims that this mental

influence lowered the degree of creativity in the poems they wrote during the test.

People who had been writing creatively for years, who had long-standing interests in creative writing, suddenly
found their creativity blocked after spending barely five minutes thinking about the extrinsic reasons for doing
what they do.51

Results showing the imponance of intrinsic motivation with respect to creative performance could, moreover,

very well be compared to conclusions demonstrating the significance of intrinsic motivation and curiositity in

learning processes.52

Amabile has succeeded in showing another crucial factor, namely that external evaluation or expectance

of external evaluation is negatively related to creative performance. 53 According to Amabile this occurs when

heuristic tasks, which she defines as "open-ended" tasks, are concerned as opposed to algorithmic tasks where



the solutions are clear and straight-forward. In the latter case, external evaluation can improve performance, but

heuristic tasks are superior in provoking creative solutions while the expectation of external evaluation reduces

the courage to be creative. The fact that you know you are going to be evaluated from outside makes you more

bound to stick to traditional ways of problem-solving.

Creativity, Academie Freedom and Professionalisation

We consider Amabile's findings on the role played by intrinsic motivation and the detrimental influence of

external evaluation to be very important in an organisational context since they clearly point to factors that

could be aggreggated to an organisational level. Her conclusions are supported by others as well. Pe lz and

Andrews, in a comprehensive study on organisational factors favouring scientific inquiry, stress the importance

of inner motivation for creative performance, and the destructive influence of goal-setting from outside (chiefs,

superiors etc). Their study also provides more support for the conclusion that deep emotional involvement is

conducive for high performance.54 "Scientists - that is, creative scientists -spend their lives in trying to guess

right. They are sustained and guided therein by their heuristic passion"55 writes Michael Polanyi and again

emphasises the importance of emotion and passion.

Could it be that we now possess the first clue as to what constitutes a creative research environment? Are

differences in creative potential between disciplines, in.stitutes or faculties in some way related to possibilities

for the individuals working in the organisation to keep their intrinsic motivation and curiosity? In what ways

does the structure of university research, where the professional career-making appears to be extremely present

as a motive for work and externia evaluation is the life-blood, influence such possibilites? Tensions between the

need of and desire for creativity and the autonomy of scientism I S well as the development of research into a

regular career are also, historically speaking, apparent from the beginning. Consequently, the proce.ss of

professionalisation of scientific work taking place in the universities provides us with yet another key to the

built-in contradictions in the university organisation between on the one hand independence and freedom of

thought and, on the other, a preoccupation with status and hierarchical positions.

Starting in Germany in the early 19th century, the idea of a "research university"successively gained ground and

replaced the older universities which primarily functioned as centres of education.56 From a loosely structured
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existence where research was "mostly practised by amateurs in the same way as in art and literature"57 or

conducted in learned societies or academies", science became organised and inamporated in an organisational

framework, controlled by politicians and bureaucrats as well as by scientists themselves. When the first

universities of this new kind were established, of which the Berlin University (1810) probably is the most well-

known, they "were initiated by intellectuals, and their original shape was determined by the needs and the ideas

of this group."59 The German intellectuals, whose position till then had been quite weak, wanted to raise their

status by raising the status of universities. Joseph Ben-David has written very interestingly about the problematic

process of building an appropriate university organisation in early 19th century Germany; problematic since the

only organisatiunal models existing were the military, the civil service and the Catholic and Lutheran churches

"and none of these seemed suitable for scientisks."6° They were all strictly hierarchic as well as autocratic, and

these qualites seemed hard to combine with creativity. How was this dilemma solved?

According to Ben-David, the new organisation created to suit the research university was based on three

premises, of which the third one is the most interesting in our context. Primarily, the scientist should work alone

and not be a member of a group and secondly his contract implied only teaching and examination. Thirdly, and

most certainly to avoid the danger of conformism inherent in career making, "scientific research was not to

become a career for which one was regularly trained, but a calling for which one prepared and devoted oneself

privately."61 The very best of the teachers/researchers could be rewarded by paid positions, but more as an

honour than as a itep in a career.62 The idea of a "research training" a graduate- or Ph. D-program thus seems to

represent an opposite view, as does the idea of research as a professional career. Thus, already from the start

there existed a consciousness of the importance of organisation and the dangers of bureaucracy and

professionalisation to creativity. The German organisation mentioned by Ben-David was obviously aimed at

avoiding too many regulations as well as a system based on successive promotion - an institutional career. Still, a

development towards a professionalisation of science was what happened, in spite of the original precautions.

Partly, this can be explained by the fact that the old academic corporations were given responsability for safe-

guarding academic freedom and handling academic affairs, while the state appointed professors and financed

the universities.63 The establishment of academic self-government was not self-evident, but there existed few

alternatives at the time, and though the academic corporations were considered conservative and backward, they

were the best candidates present. Ben-David declares:
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The corporate structure was not chosen for its flexibility and efficiency, and, indeed, as will be shown below, it

was neither flexible nor efficient. lt is very doubtful, therefore, that academic self-government contributed
posidvely to the adaptability of the German system."

The academic freedom, the self-government of scientists on crucial scientific matters, is an interesting

phenomenon when discussing creativity. Even if the right to decide the overall structure has been given to

political authorities, academic autonomy is firmly established and has served as model for other professions.

Theoretical discussions - with a normative emphasis - have abounded on the question of academic versus state

(or societal) influence. 65 But it seems more unusual to question academic autonomy from a creative point of

view. For our purpose this is however the most interesting problem to discuss. If it is generally believed that

academic self-government is the best way to secure values such as tolerance and broad-mindedness, a few

historical examples can serve as counter-evidence.

Ben-David shows that the ministry "had to interfere in university appointments in order to override decisions of

university senates motivated by prejudice and vested interests."66 Another German example is the fact that the

famous and pioneering historian Leopold von Ranke, professor at Berlin University, WAS forced on the university

by the political authorities, against the expressed will of the faculty.67 When the idea of establishing research

councils in Sweden was initiatee 'in the 1940s by some researchers, 68 many professors reacted in an hostile way

and worked actively against such a new organisation. Georg Kahlson, professor ofmedicine and one of the most

energetic advocates of a research council in medicine recalls: "The medical research council was established in

December, 1945. It is interesting that the opponents had many allies among the professors. They claimed that the

research councils constituted a threat to the academic freedom of searching for truth".69 However, the political

authorities were interested in the idea, which according to Birgitta Oden contributed to its successful

implementation.7° Finally, a provocative observation on the American research organisation delivered by the

already cited Björn von Sydow should be mentioned. He claims that one explanation for the success of American

research is that issues concerning research in reality not are decided upon by the university researchers but by

the university boards and the president or the vice-chancellor.71 Furthermore, von Sydow seems sceptical of the

Swedish faculties'will to act liberally, and believes that research councils are necessary to bring about greater

innovation.
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These examples show that the influence of the scientific community, as well as of the political authorities, in

promoting creativity can not be anticipated mechanically. In a self-governed organisation, the researchers have

many interests to protect besides the quality and novelty of research, while the political authorities, in contrast,

can often act in more clear-cut ways.

At least nowadays. the Swedish political authorites seem to emphasize the need for university research to be

novel and creative. Recent statements on research policy stress the need for "new knowledge", "new methods",

yes even clearly express the need for originality and creativity in university research .72 The latest Swedish

government bill on research underlines the research councils significance as agents promoting innovation as

compared to the faculty organisation.73 The bill even implicitly criticizes the universites. which are sometimes

said to care so much about the existing organisation and the already employed researchers, that they ignore new

ideas. As a remedy to cure this ill, the government suggests a special allowance destinated to vitalize the

research climate: "Those who receive this allowance should be able to institute creative environments for

research, thereby making it possible to produce scientific results of high international standing".74 Again, the

sceptisicm towards the faculties'actual will to promote creative research is shown.

Today, creativity thus seems to be on the political agenda, but it is strange that this should be a rather newly

awaken interest. In earlier documents, discussions on the creative potential are remarkably absent, other than on

a very superficial level. Why is that?

It could be related to the strong position of scientils and the academic freedom, that makes it very hard to in any

way imply critique or suggest anything that by suspicious minds could be interpreted as control. Since the claim

of autonomy rests on the implicit precondition that self-government is the best way to guarantee the birth of new

knowledge, creativity is a very delicate question to discuss. But it even seems like there is often a reluctance to

understand the special conditions that foster creativity. The famous researcher on cancer, Georg Klein, was a

member of the Swedish government's special research counci175 during the 1970's and recalls a discussion on

creativity where the government members in an almost annoyed manner considered the researchers talk on

creativity elitist.76He expresses some doubt to the possibilites of research policy: "When it is really bad, an

unconscious reluctance is developed against the dynamic creative scientist's most important qualities: the open-

mindedness for the unexpected, the courage to leave a well-planned and carefully prepared track to follow a not

previously assumed path, perhaps discovered by mere coincidence...."77 Obviously, politics and science are not
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the easiest entities to unite and they still have to since political actorshave an important amount of control over

universities, a control they share with the scientists themselves. In conclusion, the balance between political

influence and academic autonomy is a question of great interest to us, and one that we consider related to the

creative potential of universities.

Academic self-government is not the only element making universities into a perhaps overly rigid and unflexible

organisation for creative research. Another crucial development was the professionalisation of scientific

research, i. c. the making of research into a career.

The transformation of science into a status approaching that of a professional career and into a bureaucratic,

organized activity took place in Germany between 1825 and 1900.78

While the professionalisation began in Germany it was in the United States that the idea of research as an

occupation, a profession, really was implemented. The thought cherised by the German system of science as a

calling or a mission in life did not fit the Americans.

When research oriented universites were introduced in USA in the end of the 19th century, a formal graduate

education wa also introduced79. This was clearly an imponant innovation and one opposed to the earlier thought

of research not being a regular career. Gradually, scientific work turned into a more specialised activity with

different disciplines and special training with the result that scientific researchers became more career-oriented.

But how does the core in the process of professionalisation, the idea of an existing body of professional

knowledge, combine with the aim of creativity, where insecurity, risk-taking and doubt are major elements?

Professionalisation of research may have contributed to creating necessary conditions for adequate training of

future scientists, but graduate training at the same time, as Birgitta Oden shows, aims at introducing students to

values, rules and norms that functions in a constraining, or sometimes even authoritarian, way. 8°

The Scandinavian countries to a large extent adopted the German way of organising research with one-chair

institutes, i. e. with one professor leading an institute with subordinated seniet and junior researchers. ln the

USA , a much more egalitarian and collegial way of organisation was established, with departments consisting

of many professors instead of one, all working on an equal basis.81 Academic authority changed from

extremely personal to more of a peer system, and the size of the departments were so big that specialities could

exist side by side:
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The size of the American department and the presence of a number of pmfessors within it made possible the
growth of the department, and within the department the fonnation of independent research units composed of
one or several teachers and graduate students.82

What has it meant for the Scandinavian universities, from a creativity point of view, to for a long period of time

have an organisation greatly modelled upon the German one? This is an intriguing question as well, but could

hardly shed light over differences between e g social sciences and medicine in the same country. Instead, it is

most adequate to pose when dealing with general differences between countries.

Innovative Companies and Creative Universities

The almost onehundred-year old combine is no giant but a traditional, well-managed organisation. The
philosophy of the management is efficient production with high quality. New production works and production
processes are continuosly introduced. A few very profitable productsare essential for the tesult. Technically the
organisation is strong and the engineers are its elite. The power and energy of the organisation is centred round
the production process, where efficiency usually demands the presence of an hierarchical structure and a
centralized decisionprocess. The view of the individual is guided by the prerequistes of the production
technology. The situation on the market is however beginning to look problematic though the products are of
high quality. The profitability is slowly falling. Nothing alarming, but an understanding is spreading that
something is wrong with the dominant view of the management. Without the organisation being in a mal crisis,
during the early 1970:s a scrutinizing of the basis of that view begins. The process is very slow. The dominant
values are firmly rooted and production continues to govern thinking, management is performed by orders and
the employees are controlled from above. It takes almost ten years before a more general insight about the need
for a new view of management is reached.83

Is this a fair description of the Swedish universities today? To be certain, the university is traditional. It is, as

has been mentioned above, hierarchally organised, modelled on the old German system. It has some successful

areas of research such as medicine which correspond to the profitable production, while other research areas

such as the social sciences are more troublesome.

However, this is not a description of the university but of a big Swedish chemical company, solid but with

problems of innovation. A comparison between companies and universities is not so far-fetched as it may seem

and it is becoming more common among researchers interested in company performance to focus on

organisational factors in order to explain why some environments are producing more creative and innovative

results than others.When discussing organisation and creativity these results might be of great value.
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Companies work under different conditions than universites, since they compete directly in a market and are

litetally forced to innovate in order to survive. Mother important difference is the multiple tasks universities

have to accomplish: at the same time train future professionals as well as account for a significant part of a

country's research. At least in Scandinavia, which is of primary interest here, universities are not only controlled

by a university manangement but by political authorities as well. The control levels are thus more than for a

company. There are however important similarities as well. Many of the companies investigated have a

"research-like" organisation with highly professional and skilled employees. For these companies, e.g.

electronic companies and computer firms, the crucial factor for success is not machines or even capital, but the

innovative capacity of the employees.

Without their creative and innovative abilities, these companies soon loose ground in the market. Thus, the

company management has to devote a lot of time and interest on creating an innovative climate. In a longterm

perspective, the capacity for creativity should be equally interesting for the universities, since they work under

much of the same premises. Companies and universities also have one essential element in common: the

presence of an organisational framework.

A study on creative organisations states that "(i)nnovation in a large organization rarely happens by chance. It

has to be organized,"" thereby strongly underlining the point made by us. In many of the reports on innovative

companies the organisational factors are also underlined. In his studies on the preconditions for creativity in

electronic companies, Bengt-Arne Vedin shows the importance of organisational factors in determining the

success or failure in this rapidly changing and highly innovative line of business,85 where new products are

introduced "at a rate that technical journals find difficult to keep up with. For a computer company, this might

mean a new product every or every other week, for a semiconductor circuits firm every or every other day ...."86

Everything is happening at a breakneck speed: it is hard imagining new ideas in a parallell way emerging from

the university every other day or week!

The great attention attached to organisation in these successful firms is striking. Vedin in particular stresses the

importance of an elaborated company "culture" or climate in explaining the extreme innovativeuss:

In performing this investigation two factors that I had not anticipated beforehand seemed to have an important

influence on the innovativeness and the organizational structure of the companies under scrutiny: company

climate or culture ...."
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A similar line of thought seems to be the guiding idea behind Terrence Dears and Allan Kennedy's Corporate

Cultures, (1982). The authors are not explicitly concerned with innovation but rather with the wider concept of

company success. But like Vedin, they point to the significance of corporate culture, which they identify as a

miklor key to failure or success.88

Organisational researchers concentrating on innovations and creativity seem to agree on the importance of

climate or culture with respect to creativity. "The corporate climate highly influences the innovative capacity of

the company,"89 claims &Wen Sjolender, a researcher dealing with problems oforganisation and innovation.

How should culture or climate - notions apparently closely related - be defined in this context? It is a complex

phenomenon and one that is not easily measurable. The concept of climate is composed of the values, attitudes

and goals invading in a company as well as of the working style: "The climate is defined as the behaviour,

attitudes and emotional 'moods' characterising life in the organisation".90 In studies concerning organisation and

innovation the Swedish researcher Garen Ekvall has developed a framework aimed at capturing the climate

within an organisadon.91 The factors observed in his model e. g. degree of freedom, degree of challenge, of risk-

taking, of playfulness, are aimed at measuring the creative climate within an environment. Ekvall's framework

for evaluating the status within different companies or workplaces92 is based on psychological and

organisational findings on how creative persons work and what conditions are favourable to creativity. Using

this method, Ekvall manages very well to distinguish between sections of a company that are innovative and

those becoming stagnant.93 Through this method it is also possible to identify the troublesome variable& The

"climate model" is thus a very good tool in outlining the climate in an organisation on a descriptive level. The

concept of "corporate culture" mentioned earlier can be interpreted as something very closely associated with the

climate, perhaps even the same thing.

By identifying the climate within an organisation with particular reference to variables conducive to creativity it

is possible to decide whether the organisation is of a more innovative or of a more positional character. When

introducing this simple but useful dichotomy Harry Nystrdm declares: "Companies which emphasize stability

and continuos operation are called positional companies, and companies which stress dynamic, discontinous

development, innovative companies."" These terms also seem useful when discussing university and research.
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Of the climate variables important for creativity we have, very briefly, mentioned a few such as freedom.

challenge, playfulness and risk-taking. There are other: Vividness, idea support, trust and debate.95Among these,

one seems to be extraordinary significant. It is the variable of risk-taking.

Risk-taking, the ability to institutionalise failure and to incorporate a large amount of uncertainty into an

organisation, is in theoretical as well as in empirical studies intimately linked to corporate creativity. We believe

that it is also highly relevant in the university perspective and something of a key factor in distinguishing

between different institutes and disciplines.

A very important result shown by Elven is that among the eight climate variables mentioned, the largest

difference found between innovative and positional companies concerns the risk-taking factor.

However, the strength of variance differs significantly between the dimensions. It is largest in "risk-taking" and

smallest in "debate". It is well-known that creative and innovative conduct implies risk-taking. A large effect in

this variable is thus no surprise. Not as evident however is that the mentality of risk-taking could be the most

crucial climate dimension, which the results indicate."

This conclusion, based on empirical studies of many companies of various kinds, is strongly supported by

experiences from successful and innovative companies such as 3M.

3M is known as a company with a good climate for innovation." The reason for this seems to be that risk-

taking is systematically encouraged by the company management who considered this to be the best method for

establishing the creative atmosphere needed for product innovation. An internal slogan often cited is "failure is

OK," and failure is actually supported by "legends" told about company heroes failing and failing when trying

new ideas and in the end succeeding. A carefully planned positive atmosphere towards introducing new ideas

also exists:

If you want to stop a project aimed at developing a new product. the burden of proof is on the one who wants to

stop the project, not the one who proposes the project. When you switch the burden from proving that the idea is

good to the burden of proving that the idea is not so good, you do an awful lot for changing the environment

within the company with respect to the sponsorship of entrepreneurial people.98

Compare this description with a typical seminar at a university institute, where the "critical" ambitions often

mates a climate of ungenerosity, not to say reluctance to accept new ideas.

Are these results on risk-taking and built-in insecurity in companies of interest when studying creativity in

research? Our answer is definitely yes, since the problems facing "innovative" companies and research institutes

and universites seem similar. In order to establish a creative environment, there must exist room for mistakes so
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that failure does not become totally detrimental to the individual. Earlier, we mentioned some possible

differences in creative ability between, on the one hand the social sciences and the medical research and natural

sciences in Sweden, and on the other hand between social sciences in Sweden compared with Norway. These

differences could be related, as in the case of innovative and positional companies, to variations in attitudes

towards risk-taking that are also closely connected with another important variable. challenge:

In some ways. what distinguishes great scientists is that they make a lot of bets in uncertain circumstances (their
"originality") and a lot of those bets turn out well (their "competence"). But if even a great scientist makes a lot
of bets in uncertain circwnstances, he or she will lose a lot."

Clearly staled, the element of uncertainty is very present in science as well as in business. There is reason to

suspect, however, that at least some of the social sciences are characterised by too little "trial and error". In other

words, it is too risky in some university milieux to take risks and to actually introduce a truly uncertain

hypothesis, which would be hard to cover-up if it failed. The way that certainty is favoured in Swedish social

research is alluded to when Ake Andersson, a social scientist himself, stresses the need for a more generous

policy from the research councils. Today, he claims, you are almost required to know the results when applying

for money.100

He also underlines, based on research results, the significance of allowing for a great deal of uncertainty:

The other necessary element is structural instability or genuine uncertainty. A feeling has to prevail that the
discipline is instable and that new efforts could lead to a very strong change of the pattern of knowledge.101

The sense of risktaking within an organisation is thus probably a good indication of the degree of creative

climate. Sofar, we have only been able to describe the climate, and maybe isolate the most crucial factors.

However, we are also interested in explaining differences found between disciplines or institutes.

One possible explanatory factor has already been mentioned: the climate of scientific profession and the

relativism or lack of actual confrontation we believe characterises the social sciences to a higher degree than

both medical research and the natural sciences. The relativism we are referring to is not to be identified as

relativism with respect to quality but with respect to what is most in accordance with reality, the question of

truth. We believe that in the social sciences quality is sometimes judged as something separated from truth. In

other words, the question whether a study or a new approach actually says anything new about the existing

society becomes less important than if the approach has an internal intellectual logic; if it is elegantly developed

as a picture puzzle. When a tradition prevails, where truth as an "evaluation tool" loosessome of its importance.



since different approaches can coexist, we suggest that the creative climate suffers, since the elements of risk-

takini and challenge shrinks.

Another explanatory factorof equal importance is the part played by leadership or management. The importance

of leadership is strongly emphasized in the research on company organisation and innovation. A striking fact is

the active and deliberate aim of the management in successful companies to create a climate of innovation:

Top management's concern with innovation seems to be vivid. This has to do with the close link between

company strategy and innovative approach, apparent especially in company C.102

Vedin, who studied highly innovative electronic companies, states as well that several of the successful

companies had tried various organisational settings throughout the years, in order to vitalise and to find the very

best organisation for a creative climate.103

In their studies, Deal and Kennedy as well as SjOlander came to similar conclusions concerning the part played

by leadership.1°. Ekvall has also showed much interest in the question of leaderhip in creative companies and

organisations which he considers of great importance.105 The extent to which leaders seem to act deliberately

and actively in creating a positive climate is significant as is the amount of time devoted to questions of

organisation.

Universities and university institutes have leaders too. But there seems to exist a striking difference in the way

that leadership is performed in companies and at the university. Our impression is, rather, that there is a lack of

deliberate and well-planned leadership at the universities, partly due to the fact that the spheres of decision are

unclear, partly due to the traditions prevailing where self-guidance is strongly defended and leadership easily

could be taken for control. Lars Beckman, Rector for the University of Lima has a similar view.

Academic leadership might be needed today more than before. I believe that the times demand a strong

leadershir at universities at all levels, maybe mostly at the institutional leve1.106

Could it be that questions of organisation and creativity are discussed more often at institutes judged to be more

creative? In other words, do the leaders of these institutes deliberately organise and entertain a creative climate

and - of equal importance - have ideas about the factors actually fostering creativity, much like the leadership in

the succesjul companies mentioned above? Maybe the similarities between companies and university institutes

are greater th xn we at first suspected.
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Conduslow

In this article, we have argued that the institutional framework is a crucial factor when discussing scientific

creativity. However, organisation must be understood and approached from various angles: Both more

fundamental, historical, elements of self-government and professionalisation 1LS well as different scientific

traditions and organisational questions like leadership must be taken into consideration.

We have also strongly emphasized the sofar almost neglected possibilities of comparing university organisations

to innovative companies with respect to ways of handling ideas, creative climate and leadership.

To conclude, in our opinion creativity is not such an eludent phenomenon as is sometimes claimed. Several

studies have shown that the difficulties are more a matter of definition than empirical. We believe one of the

best ways to search for factors of crucial importance to creative performance is to study existing organisational

settings.
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